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Creating an Account for first time users
Creating an Account

URL: http://turnitin.com/

Your Partner in Education with Integrity

For K-12  For Higher Education
Select Student

Create a User Profile

Have You Ever Used Turnitin?
If you've used Turnitin before, you can use the same email and password to log in. You can keep all your papers and grades together, even if you're now in a different class or a different school.

Email address

Password (Login to Turnitin)

Forgot your password? Click here.

Create a New Account
Please select whether you will be using the service as an instructor or a student.

Student
Instructor
Teaching assistant

Login
Fill in your details for Registration

You can acquire the Class ID and the Class Enrollment Key for the Library Class from:

The Reference Desk personally at the Central Library’s Entrance or call us at 03-7956 7800.

*Note: You are required to register using your siswamail address (or ummail address for UM staff) as per the email released by PTM dated 12 April 2017 as other addresses will be deleted during housekeeping.
Library Turnitin Classes

1. Creating an account using the Library Class ID and password will give you access to the currently active Library Turnitin Class.
2. Library Turnitin Classes (Indicated by Instructor: UM Library) are opt-out accounts, which means that our accounts does not save or archive your documents but only provides you with the reports.
3. Accounts created by your lecturers, supervisors or IPS could archive your submissions depending on the setting done by them.
**Opt-out Accounts**
- Will not save or archive your document. Only provides the Similarity Report.
- Only one submission will be processed at a time. Previous documents or reports will not be saved.

**Can be an Opt-in Account**
- May archive your document and will be compared to your future drafts or other similar documents.
- Can be set for multiple submissions and reports might be saved according to setting by the account owner.
Expired Classes & New Enrollments
Expired Classes

Classes can expire, so please request for the new ID and password at the Reference Desk for new enrollments.
New Class Enrollments

Type in the new Class ID and Password for new enrollments
Submitting Your Documents
Submitting your documents

Welcome to your new class homepage! From the class homepage you can see all your assignments for your class, view additional assignment information, submit your work, and access feedback for your papers.

Hover on any item in the class homepage for more information.

The submit button will only appear the first time. A re-submit button will be used to submit new documents until the class expires.
Submission Options

You can choose to:
Either upload a document or
Cut and Paste your content onto Turnitin.

You can also upload from your device or from your Dropbox or Google Drive Accounts.
File Type

Turnitin currently accepts the following file types for upload into an assignment that has the *Allow only file types that Turnitin can check for originality* enabled:

- Microsoft Word® (.doc/.docx)
- OpenOffice Text (.odt)
- WordPerfect® (.wpd)
- PostScript (.ps/.eps)
- HTML
- Hangul Word Processor file (.hwp)
- Rich text format (.rtf)
- Plain text (.txt)
- Google Docs via Google Drive™
- Adobe® PDF
- Microsoft PowerPoint® (.pptx, .ppt, .ppsx, and .pps)
- Microsoft Excel® (.xls and .xlsx)

Reference: https://guides.turnitin.com/01_Manuals_and_Guides/Student_Guides/Turnitin_Classic/09_Submitting_a_Paper#How_to_Submit_a_Paper
Turnitin **will not accept** the following to generate Originality Reports:

- Password protected files
- Microsoft® Works (.wps) files
- Microsoft Word 2007 macros-enabled .docm files
- OpenOffice Text (.odt) files created and downloaded from Google Docs online
- Document (.doc) files created using OpenOffice, as they are not 100% Microsoft Word equivalent
- Apple Pages
- Spreadsheets created outside of Microsoft Excel (i.e. .ods)
- Text with visual effects

**Note:** Files that are encrypted, hidden, system files, or read only files cannot be uploaded or submitted to Turnitin.

Reference: https://guides.turnitin.com/01_Manuals_and_Guides/Student_Guides/Turnitin_Classic/09_Submitting_a_Paper#How_to_Submit_a_Paper
File Size

** If an assignment is set to *allow any file type*, Turnitin will accept any file:

- less than 40mb;
- has a minimum of 20 words; and
- is less than 400 pages.

*Files of a larger size may be reduced in size by removal of non-text content.*

*Note*: Text only files may not exceed 2 MB.

*Note*: Please refer to the website for updated instructions or features.

*Reference: https://guides.turnitin.com/01_Manuals_and_Guides/Instructor_Guides/Feedback_Studio/Submitting_Papers#
**Reference: https://guides.turnitin.com/01_Manuals_and_Guides/Student_Guides/Turnitin_Classic/09_Submitting_a_Paper#How_to_Submit_a_Paper*
The Similarity Report
The colour of the report icon indicates the similarity score of the paper, based on the amount of matching or similar text that was uncovered. The percentage range is 0% to 100%. The possible similarity indices are:

- **Blue**: No matching text
- **Green**: One word to 24% matching text
- **Yellow**: 25-49% matching text
- **Orange**: 50-74% matching text
- **Red**: 75-100% matching text

Click on the percentage to go to your Document Viewer and see your report.

Reference: https://guides.turnitin.com/03_Integrations/Turnitin_Partner_Integrations/Moodle/05_Moodle_LTI/Moodle_LTI_Student/The_Similarity_Report/Interpreting_the_Similarity_Report
Chapter 1 Introduction

Introduction

This chapter includes the background of the study, statement of problem, research questions, definition of terms, significance of the study, limitations of the study and delimitations of the study.

Background of the study.

"Statistics is becoming such a necessary and
Your Side Bar provides you with the source that they have found similar to the text within your document. The more similar sources found, the more colors you will see being matched with your content. All of the same coloured highlights is from the same source.

When “un-quoted” and properly cited content of the same color appears it is because of their **proximity** to each other and they are still considered to be similar to the original reference (eg: book, article etc.) as they are considered copied text with slight changes or additions of words in between.
Chapter 1 Introduction

Introduction

This chapter includes the background of the study, statement of research questions, definition of terms, significance of the study, limitations of the study and delimitations of the study.

Background of the study.

“Statistics is becoming such a necessary and important area of study” (Ben-Zvi & Garfield, 2008). The incorporation of statistics into most mathematics curriculum has necessitated two main goals for statistics education globally: the preparation of some students for further study of formal statistics and the preparation of all students to use statistics in their daily life.
The cover page contains the title of your document and your name, as well as submission details at the bottom of the page.

*Note: If you have previously submitted a draft of your paper to an opt-in account, the Submission ID is required so always remember to save a copy of the report or each submission ID no matter where you submit your documents.
The Originality Report should be included on the last page of your downloaded PDF report. Re-download the report if it does not appear.
Filtering your Similarity Report
To refine your similarity scores, consider the following Similarity Report filters:

**Exclude quotes and bibliography**
"Quotes" and bibliography items are widely reused and generally fail to demonstrate original writing. You may wish to exclude quotes, bibliographies, and items of a similar nature from influencing your students' similarity scores.

**Exclude small sources (measured by word number or percentage)**
You can exclude sources in the source list that are below the threshold set by you or your faculty. For example, if the threshold is set at 3%, any 1% or 2% match would be removed from the current report mode's source list (Match Overview or All Sources).

Reference: [https://guides.turnitin.com/03_Integrations/Turnitin_Partner_Integrations/Moodle/05_Moodle_LTI/Moodle_LTI_Student/The_Similarity_Report/Interpreting_the_Similarity_Report](https://guides.turnitin.com/03_Integrations/Turnitin_Partner_Integrations/Moodle/05_Moodle_LTI/Moodle_LTI_Student/The_Similarity_Report/Interpreting_the_Similarity_Report)
Filtering

Excluding Quotes and Bibliography

When you choose to exclude quotes, the Turnitin system will recognize quotes by the use of double quotation marks - "like this" - or paragraph indentations in a Microsoft Word® document. Single quotations - 'like these' - are not recognized as quotes.

When you choose to exclude bibliographies, our system will detect the following keywords and disregard matches in the paper after that point:

References
References cited
References and notes
Works cited
Bibliography
Resources

However, when the paper reaches the following words in the paper, it will resume the similarity check:

Appendix / Appendices
Glossary
Table / Tables
Acknowledgment / Acknowledgments
Exhibits
Figure / Figures
Chart / Charts

Reference: https://guides.turnitin.com/01_Manuals_and_Guides/Instructor_Guides/Feedback_Studio/19_The_Similarity_Report/Viewing_the_Similarity_Report#Excluding_Small_Matches
Filtering

You can exclude sources in the source list that are below the threshold set by you or your faculty.

You can exclude sources that are less than a certain number of words. For example, filtering by 10 words will exclude all sources that have a cumulative number of matching words that are less than 10 words in length.

OR

You can exclude sources that are less than a certain percentage of words. For example, if the threshold is set at 3%, any 1% or 2% match would be removed from the current report mode's source list (Match Overview or All Sources).
Deletion of previous submissions
Request for previous submission removal from Turnitin Archive

Send a request together with your Submission ID
Request for previous submission removal from Turnitin Archive – Via Email

Step 1: EMAIL to umsoftware.support@um.edu.my
Step 2: Attach the Digital Receipt (TURNITIN) containing the Submission ID.
Step 3: Requests must be submitted using ONLY SISWAMAIL and UMMAIL. Other email handles will not be entertained.
Step 4: Email must be titled: Request for previous submission removal from Turnitin Archive - Submission ID XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

* 3 days is required for the deletion per submission ID from the date of submission.
Request for previous submission removal from Turnitin Archive - Via Helpdesk

- Students can also request for deletion through the helpdesk.um.edu.my
- After LOG-IN, select PTM >> My Complaint

Type in Program Details:
Request for previous submission removal from Turnitin Archive - Submission ID XXXXX
Online Support & Updates
Get Support & Updates @

http://turnitin.com/en_us/support

https://twitter.com/TurnitinStatus